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Introduction

This paper summarizes recent experimental results on
charmed baryons, as presented at the Third International
Workshop on Charm Physics, 20–22 May 2009, Heidel-
berg, Germany [1]. Two main topics are covered: first, the
spectroscopy of charmed baryon states; second, the pro-
duction of charmed baryons in the decays ofB mesons and
from thee+e− continuum.

Spectroscopy

There has been a steady progression of results on
charmed baryon spectroscopy from thee+e− B-factories
BABAR [4] and Belle [5] in recent years, building on the
foundations laid by CLEO, FOCUS, E687, ARGUS, and
others [6]. We summarize new and interesting results for
Σc, Ξc, and thenΩc states.

Σ
c

states

BABAR has recently published a study of the decay
B− → Λ+

c p̄π
− in a sample of383 × 106 Υ(4S) → BB

decays [7, 3] measuringB(B− → Λ+
c p̄π

−) = (3.38 ±
0.12 ± 0.12 ± 0.88) × 10−4 [2]. This value is somewhat
larger than the previous Belle result of(2.01±0.15±0.20±
0.52) × 10−4 from 152 × 106 Υ(4S) → BB decays [8].
Both papers see clear signals forB− → Σc(2455)0p̄ in the
Dalitz plot, but a small or no signal forB− → Σc(2520)0p̄.
Both papers also observed aΛ+

c p̄ threshold enhancement,
discussed later. In addition, BABAR noted a broad, sta-
tistically significant (5.8σ) peak inΛ+

c π
− which is well-

described by a relativisticD-wave Breit-Wigner with mass
2846 ± 8 MeV/c2 and width86+33

−22 MeV, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. This region of the Dalitz plot is populated in the
Belle data, but it is not clear whether a significant structure
with the same parameters is present. The closest known
resonance is theΣc(2800)0 [9]: the widths are consistent
but the mass obtained by BABAR differs from the nomi-
nal value,2802± 4± 7 MeV/c2, by around three standard
deviations. This difference is intriguing but not conclusive.
An updated study by Belle with their largeΥ(4S) dataset
could settle this question and establish whether BABAR
saw theΣc(2800)0 with a downward fluctuation in mass or
an entirely new state.

BABAR also used the largeB− → Σc(2455)0p̄ signal to
determine the spin of theΣc(2455)0; the state is predicted
to haveJP = 1/2+ in the quark model but neither quantum
number has been measured. BABAR performed an angular
analysis of the decay under the assumption thatJ(Λ+

c ) =
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Figure 1: Them(Λ+
c π

−) invariant mass distribution from
B → Λ+

c p̄π
− data at BABAR, using a likelihood weight-

ing technique to suppress background. From [7].

1/2, testing the data for consistency with a spin of 1/2 or
3/2 for theΣc(2455)0. Defining the helicity angleθh as
the angle between the momentum vector of theΛ+

c and the
momentum vector of the recoilingB-daughter̄p in the rest
frame of theΣc(2455)0, the expected angular distributions
are:

J(Σc(2455)0) = 1/2 : dN

d cos θh

∝ 1

J(Σc(2455)0) = 3/2 : dN

d cos θh

∝ 1 + 3 cos2 θh.

The measured helicity angle distribution, shown in Fig. 2,
is found to be consistent with spin-1/2 but inconsistent with
spin-3/2 by more than four standard deviations.

Ξ
c

states

There has been a flurry of results on newΞc states
in the past three years, beginning with the first obser-
vations of theΞc(2980) and Ξc(3077) isodoublets by

Belle in the Λ+
c K

−π+ and ΛcK
0
π+ final states with

462 fb−1 of data [10]. These were subsequently confirmed
BABAR [11], who also reported two other possible struc-
tures, denotedΞc(3055)+ andΞc(3123)+, in 384 fb−1 of
data. Belle has also observed theΞc(2980) in the final
statesΞc(2645)0π+ andΞc(2645)+π− in a separate study
of 414 fb−1 of data [12]. The current understanding of
these states is summarized below. The resonance parame-
ters are given in Table 1.

TheΞc(2980) resonances are now well-established, hav-
ing been seen with large significance in more than one final



Table 1: Results on newΞc resonances. The mass, width, and (where given) statisticalsignificance are listed.
Source Resonance and final state Mass (MeV/c2) Width (MeV) Signif.
BABAR [13] Ξc(2930)0 → Λ+

c K
− 2931 ± 3 ± 5 36 ± 7 ± 1

Belle [10] Ξc(2980)+ → Λ+
c K

−π+ 2978.5± 2.1 ± 2.0 43.5 ± 7.5 ± 7.0 6.3σ
BABAR [11] Ξc(2980)+ → Λ+

c K
−π+ 2969.3± 2.2 ± 1.7 27 ± 8 ± 2 > 9.0σ

Belle [12] Ξc(2980)+ → Ξc(2645)0π+ 2967.7± 2.3+1.1
−1.2 18 ± 6 ± 3 7.3σ

Belle [10] Ξc(2980)0 → Λ+
c K

0
π− 2977.1± 8.8 ± 3.5 43.5 (fixed) 2.0σ

BABAR [11] Ξc(2980)0 → Λ+
c K

0
π− 2972.9± 4.4 ± 1.6 31 ± 7 ± 8 1.7σ

Belle [12] Ξc(2980)0 → Ξc(2645)+π− 2965.7± 2.4+1.1
−1.2 15 ± 6 ± 3 6.1σ

BABAR [11] Ξc(3055)+ → Σc(2455)+K− 3054.2± 1.2 ± 0.5 17 ± 6 ± 11 6.4σ
Belle [10] Ξc(3077)+ → Λ+

c K
−π+ 3076.7± 0.9 ± 0.5 6.2 ± 1.2 ± 0.8 9.7σ

BABAR [11] Ξc(3077)+ → Λ+
c K

−π+ 3077.0± 0.4 ± 0.2 5.5 ± 1.3 ± 0.6 > 9.0σ

Belle [10] Ξc(3077)0 → Λ+
c K

0
π− 3082.8± 1.8 ± 1.5 5.2 ± 3.1 ± 1.8 5.1σ

BABAR [11] Ξc(3077)0 → Λ+
c K

0
π− 3079.3± 1.1 ± 0.2 5.9 ± 2.3 ± 1.5 4.5σ

BABAR [11] Ξc(3123)+ → Σc(2520)+K− 3122.9± 1.3 ± 0.3 4.4 ± 3.4 ± 1.7 3.0σ
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Figure 2: The helicity angle distribution forΣc(2455)0

candidates inB → Λ+
c p̄π

− data at BABAR. From [7].

state. In the discovery mode,Λ+
c Kπ, the state is close to

the kinematic threshold of 2920 MeV/c2—and as noted by
BABAR, approximately half of theΛ+

c Kπ decays proceed
via an intermediateΣc(2455), for which the threshold is at
2950 MeV/c2. The fit is therefore sensitive to the details
of the assumptions made about the signal lineshape, the
fraction of decays proceeding via aΣc(2455), and the be-
haviour of the background near threshold; this led to mildly
inconsistent results for the mass and width from Belle and
BABAR. The final stateΞc(2645)π, reported by Belle and
shown in Fig. 3, is well above threshold and does not suffer
from these complications; it also has a much lower back-
ground rate and does not require reconstruction of aKS for
either isospin partner.

The narrow Ξc(3077) resonances are also well-
established: both isospin states have been seen clearly by
Belle and BABAR, and there is good agreement about the
masses and widths. BABAR has shown that most (if not
all) of the decay proceeds via the quasi-two-body processes
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distributions for (a)Ξc(2645)0π+,
and (b) Ξc(2645)+π−. The Ξc(2815) and Ξc(2980)
isodoublets are visible. From [12].

Ξc(3077) → Σc(2455)π and Ξc(3077) → Σc(2520)π
with roughly equal branching fractions.

TheΞc(3055)+ andΞc(3123)+ structures have been re-
ported by BABAR in theΛ+

c K
−π+ final state only with

statistical significances of6.4 and3.0 standard deviations,
respectively; they have not yet been confirmed by Belle.
The structures are not visible above background in the in-
clusiveΛ+

c K
−π− mass spectrum but emerge when requir-

ing that theΛ+
c π

− invariant mass lie in a narrow win-
dow around theΣc(2455)0 (for the Ξc(3055)+) or the
Σc(2520)0 (for theΞc(3123)+).

BABAR has also searched the inclusiveΛ+
c K and

Λ+
c Kπ

+π− invariant mass spectra for evidence of further
narrowΞc states but did not find any significant structure
above the background.

There is one other candidate for a newΞc state, seen by
BABAR in an analysis ofB− → Λ+

c Λ̄−
c K

− in a sample
of 230 × 106 Υ(4S) → BB decays [13]. The Dalitz plot,
shown in Fig. 4, is clearly inconsistent with a phase-space
distribution and is consistent with a dominant contribution
from a singleΞ0

c resonance with mass2931±3±5 MeV/c2

and width36 ± 7 ± 1 MeV. However, this structure has
not yet been confirmed by Belle. TheB decay mode it-



self was first observed by Belle in a sample of386 × 106

Υ(4S) → BB decays [14]; the publication included the
Λ+

c Λ̄−
c invariant mass spectrum as part of a search for char-

monium states but not the full Dalitz plot or theΛ+
c K

−

projection.
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Figure 4: ReconstructedB− → Λ+
c Λ̄−

c K
− candidates,

showing a Dalitz plot (upper) and theΛ+
c K

− invariant
mass distribution (lower). Data from the signal region are
shown as black points; signal from a phase-space simula-
tion are shown as small grey points in (a) and as a histogram
in (b); and data from a mass sideband region are shown as a
shaded histogram in (b), normalized to the expected back-
ground in the signal region. From [13].

Ω
c

states

The weakly-decayingΩ0
c ground state has been estab-

lished for more than a decade [6], but until recently its
properties had only been measured with a handful of
events. Both BABAR and Belle have now published stud-
ies with large statistics, confirming and expanding upon
previous results. BABAR has reported the first observa-
tion of Ω0

c production inB meson decays with an inclusive
method, as shown in Fig. 5, along with measurements of ra-
tios of branching fractions with much improved precision
in 231 fb−1 of data [15]. In addition, Belle has made a new
measurement of theΩ0

c mass with 673 fb−1 of data [16],
obtainingm(Ω0

c) = 2693.6± 0.3+1.8
−1.5 MeV/c2.
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Figure 5: The inclusive momentum spectrum ofΩ0
c

baryons ine+e− data at
√
s ≈ 10.6 GeV/c. The data

show two peaks: the one at higher momentum is due to
Ω0

c production in continuum events, and the one at lower
momentum is due to the decays ofB mesons. The his-
togram shows the Bowler fragmentation function, fit to the
data above 2 GeV/c. From [15].

The quark model predicts twoΩ0
c ground states: a lower-

mass octet state withJP = 1/2+ and a higher-mass de-
cuplet state withJP = 3/2+. This higher-mass partner
was observed by BABAR[17] and confirmed by Belle [16]
(Fig. 6); this completes the experimental discoveries of all
C = 1 ground states predicted by the quark model. The
mass splitting between the twoΩc partner states∆M is
measured to be:

BABAR: ∆M = 70.8 ± 1.0 ± 1.1 MeV/c2

Belle: ∆M = 70.7 ± 0.9+0.1
−0.9 MeV/c2,

with excellent agreement between the two experiments.
Since∆M is less than the pion mass, there is no allowed
strong decay for the heavier partner state and it therefore
decays electromagnetically toΩ0

cγ.
From the constituent quark model [18], we would expect

other octet-decuplet mass splittings,m(Ξc(2645))−m(Ξ′
c)

andm(Σc(2520)) − m(Σc(2455)), to be comparable to
the Ωc splitting but with some variation due to broken
SU(3) symmetry entering via the spin-spin coupling term.
It is interesting just how small the variation is; averaging
over the isospin states and assuming the uncertainties to be
systematics-dominated, the current data give: [6]

m(Ξc(2645))−m(Ξ′

c) ≈ 69.5 ± 3 MeV/c2

m(Σc(2520))−m(Σc(2455)) ≈ 64.3 ± 0.5 MeV/c2.

Production of charmed baryons

The production of baryons ine+e− interactions and
meson decay is still a subject of active study. Charmed
baryons provide an excellent laboratory for probing baryon
formation, especially at thee+e− B-factories where they
are produced copiously.
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Figure 6: Invariant mass spectra ofΩcγ at BABAR in
231 fb−1 (upper) and Belle in 673 fb−1 of data (lower).
TheΩc(2770)0 resonance is visible in each plot. From [17]
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Two-body B decays to baryons

It has been known for many years thatB mesons de-
cay to baryons at a significant rate, with a branching
fraction of approximately 7% [19]. However, individual
decay modes—especially two-body and quasi-two-body
modes—have been challenging to observe. The reason for
this is two-fold. First, the branching fractions are often (but

not always) small, e.g.B(B
0 → Λ+

c p̄) = (2.0 ± 0.4) ×
10−5, andB(B

0 → pp̄) < 1.1 × 10−7 at the 90% confi-
dence limit [6]. Second, non-CKM-suppressed decays in-
volve a charmed particle which must be reconstructed, im-
plying another factor ofO(few%) in the yield due to the
charm branching fraction.

One notable exception to the first point isB− → Ξ0
cΛ̄

−
c ,

which was observed by Belle in an analysis of386 × 106

Υ(4S) → BB decays [20] (along with evidence for its
isospin partner modeB− → Ξ0

cΛ̄
−
c ) and confirmed by

BABAR with a sample of230 × 106 Υ(4S) → BB de-
cays [13]. They obtained the following values forB(B− →
Ξ0

cΛ̄
−
c ) × B(Ξ0

c → Ξ−π+):

Belle: (4.8+1.0
−0.9 ± 0.9 ± 1.0) × 10−5

BABAR: (2.1 ± 0.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.5) × 10−5.

The value ofB(Ξ0
c → Ξ−π+) has not been measured

experimentally but is expected to be of order 1–2% [21],
which would implyB(B− → Ξ0

cΛ̄
−
c ) ∼ 1 × 10−3. This is

large compared to other two-body baryonic decay modes,
although still smaller than corresponding mesonic decay
modes (e.g.B(B− → D−

s D
0) = (1.0 ± 0.2)% [6]).

Threshold enhancements in B decays to baryons

One explanation for this pattern is that producing a
baryon-antibaryon pair with large energy release (i.e.
where the baryon and antibaryon have large relative ve-
locity) is kinematically suppressed, since such a reaction
requires two hard gluons [22, 23]. This turns the usual
intuition on its head: processes with a larger phase space
have smaller rates. A corollary is that for three-body (or,
in general, multi-body) baryonicB decays with a large
energy release, the bulk of the Dalitz plane is kinemati-
cally suppressed—but not the region close to the baryon-
antibaryon threshold. This implies a kinematic enhance-
ment near the threshold.

Threshold peaks have been seen in a number of bary-
onicB decays (some illustrated in Fig. 7) includingB− →
Λ+

c p̄π
−, B− → pp̄π−, B− → pp̄K−, B− → ΛΛ̄K−,

B− → Λp̄γ, andB0 → pΛ̄π− [7, 24, 25, 26], as well as
in other decays such asJ/ψ → pΛ̄K− andJ/ψ → pp̄γ
[27, 28], so there does appear to be a general pattern. How-
ever, there are other mechanisms which can also cause a
threshold peak—most obviously a resonance at or just be-
low the threshold, but also other effects such as final-state
interactions [29, 30, 31]—so the nature of the structure
in a particular mode may be more complicated than this.
There are also modes where no threshold peak is seen even

though it might be expected, e.g.B
0 → Σc(2455)++p̄π−

andB
0 → Σc(2455)0p̄π+ [32] andJ/ψ → pp̄π0 [28].

The former is illustrated in Fig. 8; the Dalitz plot for

B
0 → Σc(2455)0p̄π+ in particular is strikingly empty

close to the baryon-antibaryon threshold.

Baryon formation in the continuum

Enhanced rates near a baryon-antibaryon threshold have
also been seen ine+e− events with an initial-state radiation
(ISR) photon. BABAR has measured the effective form

factors forpp̄, ΛΛ̄, Σ0Σ
0
, andΛΣ

0
close to threshold [33,

34]; the distributions are shown in Fig. 9. In each case we
see a strong enhancement at or close to threshold.

In the charm sector, Belle has recently reported a
large structure ine+e− → Λ+

c Λ̄−
c γISR events, shown in

Fig. 10 [35]. They note that the nature of the enhancement
is unclear, but that it can be described by anS-wave rel-
ativistic Breit-Wigner with mass4634+8

−7
+5
−8 MeV/c2 and

width 92+40
−24

+10
−21 MeV. It seems quite plausible that this is

one of the many charmonium and charmonium-like states
above theDD threshold [6]. In particular, it may be the
Y (4660) seen previously ine+e− → (J/ψπ+π−)γISR

events [36] with mass4664 ± 11 ± 5 MeV/c2 and width
48±15±3 MeV; the modest discrepancy in parameters be-
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tween the two measurements may be due to differing form
factors for the two final states [37].

The kinematic favourability of forming baryon-
antibaryon pairs with small relative velocity is certainly
not a new discovery or unique to low-energy interactions;
it was noted at LEP-I, for example, that correlatedpp̄, ΛΛ̄,
andΛp̄ pairs peak at small values of the rapidity difference
|∆y| [38, 39] and are predominantly produced in the same
jet.

This is not universally true, however. In 13.6 fb−1 of

e+e− data at
√
s ∼ 10.6 GeV, CLEO studied a sample

of continuum events containing both aΛ+
c and aΛ̄−

c [40].
(A momentum cut on theΛ+

c was used to exclude those
baryons produced inB meson decays.) As illustrated in
Fig. 11, the charmed baryons in these events are strongly
peaked towardscos θ = −1, i.e. with the baryons in oppo-
site hemispheres. Broadly, there are three possible classes
of such events:

1. Events in which the two charm jets fragment inde-
pendently with one producing aΛ+

c and a light an-
tibaryon and the other producing āΛ−

c and a light
baryon. Baryon number is conserved in each jet, and
the invariant mass of and rapidity gap between each
baryon-antibaryon pair are small.

2. As (1), except that the fragmentation of the two jets
is correlated such that producing aΛ+

c on one side
makes it more likely that āΛ−

c is produced on the
other side. Again, baryons are produced in pairs
which have invariant mass close to theshold, and
baryon number is conserved locally.

3. Events with primary baryon production that contain
no baryons besides theΛ+

c andΛ−
c . Baryon number

is not conserved in each jet and the baryon-antibaryon
pair is far from threshold.

CLEO ruled out the first class as the sole source of the
events observed, since the rate was approximately 3.5 times
higher than would be expected given independent fragmen-
tation. Qualitatively, they looked for additional protonsin
the event and did not find signal; this disfavours the second
class (since those events have two additional light baryons)
but does not exclude it.

BABAR has made a preliminary study of this process
with 220 fb−1 of data [41]. They see an excess ofΛ+

c Λ̄−
c

events by a factor of 4, confirming the CLEO observa-
tion. In addition, they find that most of the events seen
have zero additional identified protons, such that the rate
seen is consistent with that expected from material interac-
tions and from misidentification of other charged particles
(Fig. 12(a)). Further, when plotting the missing mass dis-
tribution of the event (after subtracting the momenta of the
Λ+

c , Λ̄−
c , and any reconstructed tracks), they find that most

events have well below 2 GeV/c2 of missing mass, and are
therefore inconsistent with containing a baryon and an an-
tibaryon that are not reconstructed or are misidentified as
pions (Fig. 12(b)). While some contribution from classes
(1) and (2) is not ruled out, this implies that class (3) is the
dominant effect.

Conclusions

There has been a great deal of progress in charmed
baryon spectroscopy recently, and the high statistics of
Belle and BABAR are still uncovering new states. The use
ofB meson decays to study resonant states in a fully exclu-
sive environment is a particularly powerful tool; hopefully
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it will be extended beyond theΣc(2455) to measure the
quantum numbers of other baryon states.

There are also a number of results finding evidence for
threshold enhancements in multi-body baryonic decays.
The overall pattern is not clear here, particularly given the
absence of an enhancement in some modes. We look for-
ward to further experimental data and to input from phe-
nomenology to help understand these structures.
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